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Abstract

Objective. Recent studies have shown the possibility of simultaneous and proportional control of
electrically powered upper-limb prostheses, but there has been little investigation on optimal
channel selection. The objective of this study is to ﬁnd a robust channel selection method and the
channel subsets most suitable for simultaneous and proportional myoelectric prosthesis control
of multiple degrees-of-freedom (DoFs). Approach. Ten able-bodied subjects and one person with
congenital upper-limb deﬁciency took part in this study, and performed wrist movements with
various combinations of two DoFs (ﬂexion/extension and radial/ulnar deviation). During the
experiment, high density electromyographic (EMG) signals and the actual wrist angles were
recorded with an 8 × 24 electrode array and a motion tracking system, respectively. The wrist
angles were estimated from EMG features with ridge regression using the subsets of channels
chosen by three different channel selection methods: (1) least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO), (2) sequential feature selection (SFS), and (3) uniform selection (UNI). Main
results. SFS generally showed higher estimation accuracy than LASSO and UNI, but LASSO
always outperformed SFS in terms of robustness, such as noise addition, channel shift and
training data reduction. It was also conﬁrmed that about 95% of the original performance
obtained using all channels can be retained with only 12 bipolar channels individually selected
by LASSO and SFS. Signiﬁcance. From the analysis results, it can be concluded that LASSO is a
promising channel selection method for accurate simultaneous and proportional prosthesis
control. We expect that our results will provide a useful guideline to select optimal channel
subsets when developing clinical myoelectric prosthesis control systems based on continuous
movements with multiple DoFs.
Keywords: channel selection, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO),
sequential feature selection (SFS), uniform selection, simultaneous myoelectric control,
prosthetic hand, electromyography (EMG)
1. Introduction

contain sufﬁcient information about the neuromuscular
activity. So far, most studies related to myoelectric prosthesis
control have focused on pattern-recognition-based approaches, and signiﬁcant advances have been made in the
enhancement of classiﬁcation accuracy and the number of
EMG patterns to be distinguished (Scheme and Englehart 2011, Jiang et al 2012a). Speciﬁcally, with the current

Electromyographic (EMG) signals recorded from residual
muscles have been widely used as an input source for controlling electrically powered hand prostheses, because they
4
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Figure 1. (a) Experimental paradigm used in this study. Sixteen radial and four circular trajectory movements were used in polar coordinates

(r and θ). (b) Real-time feedback provided during the experiment. (c) High-density (HD) electrode array and motion sensors.

state-of-art of pattern recognition techniques, it is possible to
discriminate different wrist/hand contractions (at least four)
with an accuracy of over 95% for intact-limbed subjects
(Huang et al 2005, Hargrove et al 2007, Scheme et al 2010,
Hahne et al 2012a), and with an accuracy ranging from 80%
to 90% for amputees (Ajiboye and Weir 2005, Sebelius
et al 2005, Li et al 2010, Scheme et al 2010). Despite the
excellent classiﬁcation performance, however, most of pattern-recognition-based myoelectric prostheses have a crucial
limitation with respect to practical use in that only one
function (degree-of-freedom (DoF)) can be controlled at a
time. This is because pattern-recognition-based prosthesis
control systems adopt sequential control strategies, thereby
natural hand movements need to be split into simple subtasks
which are performed one by one in a sequential manner (Jiang
et al 2012a). Also, even approaches discriminating combined
motions do not allow an independent proportional control of
myoelectric prostheses with multiple DoFs, because a combination of different movements is mapped to a predeﬁned
movement of a prosthesis (Geng et al 2012, Young
et al 2013).
Recently, a few studies have shown the possibility
of applying regression techniques for simultaneous
and proportional myoelectric control of upper-limb
prostheses (Jiang et al 2009, 2012b, 2013, Nielsen et al 2011,
Hahne et al 2012b, 2014, Muceli and Farina 2012,
Ameri et al 2014). Since a myoelectric prosthesis control
system based on a regression algorithm continuously produces an output command containing independent control
information for multiple DoFs, more natural and intuitive
control of myoelectric prostheses becomes possible.
Most related studies used multilayer perceptron neural

networks for estimating different hand contractions (Jiang
et al 2009, 2012b, 2013, Nielsen et al 2011, Muceli
and Farina 2012, Ameri et al 2014, Hahne et al 2014), and
one of them investigated various linear and nonlinear
regression techniques along with practical challenges for
clinical use (Hahne et al 2014). It was conﬁrmed from these
studies that not only wrist forces, but also angles can be
accurately estimated using surface EMG signals recorded
when performing dynamic wrist movements (Jiang
et al 2009, 2012b, 2013, Nielsen et al 2011, Muceli and
Farina 2012, Ameri et al 2014, Hahne et al 2014).
Regardless of whether to exploit classiﬁcation or
regression schemes, the ﬁrst step when developing myoelectrically controlled prostheses is to robustly select the proper
number of electrodes to be mounted in a prosthesis socket and
the optimal electrode sites. Many previous studies based on
pattern-recognition methods have reported that the performance of a myoelectric prosthesis is generally improved with
an increasing number of electrodes (Doerschuk et al 1983,
Kuruganti et al 1995, Englehart et al 2001, Zhou et al 2007,
He et al 2008, Kuiken et al 2009). It was also conﬁrmed for
classiﬁcation based approaches that optimizing electrode
positions can further enhance classiﬁcation accuracy, but this
effect becomes weak when using more than four bipolar
electrodes (Hargrove et al 2007). These results imply that
optimal electrode positioning is not a signiﬁcant factor in
implementation of pattern-recognition-based myoelectric
prostheses, when the sufﬁcient number of channels is available (generally less than eight channels). However, careful
selection of channel locations considering anatomical characteristics is still needed for those who receive targeted
muscle reinnervation (TMR) surgeries after high-level
2
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amputation, because the performance of TMR prosthesis
control is signiﬁcantly affected by channel conﬁgurations (He
et al 2008). As mentioned above, extensive investigations on
channel selection have been conducted for pattern-recognition-based myoelectric prosthesis control (Doerschuk
et al 1983, Kuruganti et al 1995, Englehart et al 2001, Hargrove et al 2007, Zhou et al 2007, He et al 2008, Kuiken
et al 2009). However, to our best knowledge, only two previous studies examined the impact of channel selection on the
performance of regression-based myoelectric prosthesis control, where channel subsets were manually selected with
regular spacing (Muceli and Farina 2012, Hahne et al 2014).
In this study, we introduce two channel selection methods
for simultaneous and proportional myoelectric control of artiﬁcial limbs: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) and sequential feature selection (SFS). A uniform
selection (UNI) method similar to the previous approaches
selecting equally spaced electrodes (Muceli and Farina 2012,
Hahne et al 2014) was also applied as a baseline method. The
performance of all three channel selection methods were
evaluated using a linear regression method. As the performance of LASSO and SFS signiﬁcantly outperformed UNI,
additional analyses were conducted only for LASSO and SFS
in terms of robustness for clinical use: (i) increased sensor
noise, (ii) channel shift, and (iii) amount of training data. The
analysis results were systematically compared to ﬁnd a practical channel selection method in terms of clinically relevant
factors. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the details of experimental protocols, EMG recording and analysis procedures, and the channel selection methods. The analysis results are shown in section 3, and discussion
and conclusion are presented in section 4.

movements (60% and 90%) were performed in both directions (clockwise and counter-clockwise), which leads to four
circular trajectories. While the subjects were performing the
given trajectory tasks, the target wrist positions were presented on a computer monitor together with actual wrist
positions measured by a motion tracking system (Xsens with
MTx sensors). This online feedback helped the subjects to
carry out the wrist contraction tasks more accurately
(ﬁgure 1(b)). For the subject with congenital limb deﬁciency, the motion labels were recorded from the intact limb
while performing bilateral mirrored movements. Six ablebodied subjects and the subject with congenital deﬁciency
performed 15 runs and the other four subjects stopped after
ten runs due to fatigue. In each run, all 16 radial and four
circular trajectories were performed once. The study was
approved by the local ethics commission (Ethikkommissiond. Med. Fak. Göttingen, approval number 8/2/11), and
all experiments were conducted in accordance with the
declaration of Helsinki.
During the experiment, the EMG signals were sampled
at 2048 Hz using a high-density (HD) 8 × 24 electrode grid
mounted around the thickest part of the left forearm that was
approximately at 1/3 of the distance from the elbow to the
wrist (ELSCH064NM 3-3, OT Bioelecttronica, 2 × 4 mm bar
type, 10 mm inter-electrode distance). The ground and
reference electrodes were placed on the distal end of the
forearm and the bony region on the elbow, respectively. The
actual wrist angle data measured by the motion tracking
system were also recorded as true data labels. The recorded
EMG and kinematic signals were synchronized by using
square-wave synchronization signals obtained from the
motion tracking system. Figure 1(c) shows the experimental
setup of the EMG signal recording system and the motion
tracking system.

2. Methods
2.2. Data analysis
2.1. Experimental procedures and data acquisition

2.2.1. Preprocessing. The recorded EMG signals were
bandpass ﬁltered using a 4th order Butterworth ﬁlter
between 20 Hz and 500 Hz to remove movement artifacts
and high frequency noise. The power-line interference and its
harmonic components were also removed by using a 50 Hz
comb ﬁlter. Since a bipolar channel conﬁguration generally
has a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than a monopolar
conﬁguration (He et al 2008), the bipolar EMG channels were
then derived from adjacent electrode pairs along the
longitudinal axis of the muscle for further analysis, which
resulted in a 4 × 24 bipolar channel array. If either one of the
two electrodes forming a bipolar differential channel was
defect, the corresponding bipolar channel was eliminated
from further analysis. The number of faulty channels was less
than three on average, but 17 bipolar channels were not
available for the congenital subject because a part of the
electrode array had to be cut to ﬁt the residual limb of the
subject without overlap.

The data used in this study are the same as presented in our
previous study (Hahne et al 2014). Eleven subjects (three
females and eight males, 19–30 years), including one person
with congenital upper-limb deﬁciency whose forearm terminates at wrist level, took part in this study. According to
the experimental paradigm shown in ﬁgure 1(a), each subject performed 16 radial and 4 circular wrist movements
with two DoFs, namely, ﬂexion/extension (+/–) and radial/
ulnar (+/–) deviation. At the beginning of each run, the wrist
motion ranges of each subject were measured in the two
DoFs to calibrate the individual coordinate systems. The
maximal wrist angles were used to deﬁne both end positions
(+/–) for each DoF in the coordinate system, and 60% and
90% of the maximal wrist angles were used to set the inner
and outer diameters for the circular movement trajectories.
The time used for each radial trajectory was 8 s, which
consisted of 3 s movement from the center (rest position) to
the maximal position, 2 s dwell time at the maximal position, and 3 s returning movement to the center. The duration
of each circular trajectory was 10 s. Inner and outer circular

2.2.2. Feature extraction.

To obtain a reasonable regression
performance with a linear model, the relationship between
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Figure 2. Channel conﬁgurations of the uniform channel selection method (UNI). A black dot indicates a selected channel.

EMG features and the target labels (i.e., motion data) should
be as linear as possible. In our previous studies (Hahne
et al 2012b, 2014), it was conﬁrmed that features obtained by
taking a logarithm of EMG signal variance (log-var) showed
the best linear characteristic with respect to the wrist angles.
In this study, the log-var features were thus extracted from all
available bipolar channels with a non-overlapping interval of
200 ms, and they were directly used to construct regression
models and estimate wrist angles without any postprocessing. The window length of 200 ms will guarantee an
acceptable delay time between user command and prosthesis
action for a future online application (Scheme and
Englehart 2011, Jiang et al 2012a).

the linear regression model:
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where λ 2 ⩾ 0 is a regularization parameter that controls the
amount of shrinkage of the coefﬁcients (Tibshirani 1996). As
λ 2 is increased, the coefﬁcients are shrunk toward zero. The
solution of the ridge regression optimization problem can be
obtained in a closed form:

(

W = XX T + λ 2 I
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)

XY T ,

(4)

where I is the identity matrix and the regularization parameter
λ 2 is optimized using a grid search with a nested crossvalidation in this study (Hahne et al 2014).
2.2.4. Cross validation. A ﬁve-fold cross-validation was

applied to estimate the performance of decoding wrist angles.
The data set was split into ﬁve folds with the same number of
experimental runs (two or three runs for each fold). Four folds
were used as training data for selecting channel subsets and
constructing their respective linear models. In a machine
learning problem, the training data represents a part of
experimental data, which is used to ﬁt the parameters of a
model (a regressor or a classiﬁer). A four-fold inner crossvalidation was separately performed with the training data to
determine an optimal parameter value λ 2 in equation (4). The
λ 2 value showing the best performance in the four-fold inner
cross-validation was selected through a grid search strategy as
in our previous study (Hahne et al 2014). The remaining fold
of the outer cross-validation (test data) was only used for

)
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where Ŷ is the approximation of Y, and W ∈ C × D is a
T
matrix of regression coefﬁcients wd = wd1, … , wdC . For
simplicity, the bias w0 is included in W by extending all x s
with the constant 1. The most popular approach for ﬁtting the
linear model is to minimize the sum of squared residuals of
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By adding a regularization term including the L2 norm of
W in (2), the ridge regression model is given as:

2.2.3. Regression model. To decode the wrist angles from
EMG features, a linear regression method was applied
because there were no signiﬁcant differences between linear
and nonlinear regression methods in terms of estimation
performance when using the log-var features (Hahne
et al 2014). Let X ∈ C × S denote the feature matrix,
whose columns correspond to C dimensional feature vectors
T
for the s-th time instance x s = x s1, … , x sC , and
Y ∈ D × S contains the corresponding wrist angles
measured by the motion tracking system for each DoF
yd = yd1, … , ydS . Since the log-var features were extracted
from each channel and wrist movements with two DoFs were
used in this study, C is the number of channels and D is two,
respectively. A linear regression model has the form:

(

(y

)
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estimating the performance of the linear model. This
procedure was repeated until all ﬁve folds were tested once,
and the performance was averaged over the ﬁve evaluations.
The r2 value was used as a performance metric:
r2 = 1 −

(

∑d Var yd − yˆd
∑d Var( yd )

)

,

penalty:
ˆ LASSO = argmin ∑ yd − w Td X
W
d

(

)( y

d

)

− w Td X

+ λ1∑c ∑ d ‖w dc ‖1 ,

T

(6)

where λ1 ⩾ 0 is a regularization parameter that controls the
amount of sparsity of coefﬁcients, and larger values of λ1 lead
to smaller numbers of non-zero regression coefﬁcients. Thus,
different sparse solutions can be obtained by adjusting λ1.
This characteristic provides an effective subset selection
method (Tibshirani 1996). However, the standard LASSO
does not take advantage of shared information between DoFs,
which means sparse solutions vary between DoFs. For
channel selection, it is required that the coefﬁcients of all
DoFs corresponding to the same channel become zero at the
same time. By using an L2/L1 mixed-norm which penalizes
the regression coefﬁcient matrix W , a multi-task joint sparse
solution can be obtained:

(5)

where yd and yˆd represent the actual wrist angles of the dth
DoF and wrist angles estimated by the ridge regression
method, respectively. The numerator is the mean squared
error, which is normalized by the variance of the correct
labels. Thus, the maximal r2 value is one, meaning that the
constructed linear model perfectly estimates the correct labels
of the real wrist angles. A negative r2 value is also possible
when the estimation error is larger than the variance of the
correct wrist angles.

ˆ L2
W

2.3. Channel selection

L1

(

+ λ 2 1 ‖W‖L 2

Thirteen channel subsets having 64, 48, 32, 24, 16, 12, 8, 7, 6,
5, 4, 3, and 2 channels were independently constructed using
each channel selection method: UNI, LASSO, and SFS. As
described in the previous section, a nested ﬁve-fold crossvalidation was applied to select channel subsets, construct
their linear models, and evaluate the performance. Since
training data were slightly changed in every cross-validation
step, the 13 subsets of channels selected by LASSO and SFS
were also different between cross-validation steps, but not
signiﬁcant. Note that the two channel selection methods,
LASSO and SFS, were only used to select optimal channel
subsets based on their objective functions. The regression
models of the selected channel subsets were then constructed
using the ridge regression method mentioned in section 2.2.3,
and evaluated using the r2 value. The channel subsets were
always identical for the reference method (UNI), because 13
channel subsets were ﬁxed before the cross-validation analysis (see ﬁgure 2 in advance). The following paragraphs
provide detailed descriptions of each channel selection
method.

)( y

= argmin ∑d yd − w Td X
L1 ,

d

)

− w Td X
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(7)

where the ﬁrst term is the mean of the sum of squared errors
across DoFs, and the second one is regularization term. In the
group LASSO, regression coefﬁcients W c (each row of W) are
ﬁrst shrunk by the L2 norm, and joint sparsity across DoFs is
achieved by computing the L1 norm of the grouped vector

(

w1 , … , w c
2

T

2

)

(Bach et al 2012). The L1 norm

combines DoFs and ensures joint sparsity across them,
thereby producing some coefﬁcients that are exactly zero
without any threshold criterion. Since each pair of coefﬁcients
corresponds to one EMG channel, pairs of zero coefﬁcients
mean that the corresponding EMG channels do not contribute
to decoding wrist angles. Channel selection can thus be
performed by simply eliminating EMG channels
corresponding to zero coefﬁcients. For LASSO, 13 channel
subsets were also obtained by adjusting the λ2/1 value. Note
that non-zero coefﬁcients corresponding to selected channels
were not directly used to estimate wrist angles, but were only
used to select channel subsets. This is because LASSO
coefﬁcients are shrunk toward zero in order to ﬁnd sparse
solutions, and thereby the LASSO coefﬁcients are generally
biased (Efron et al 2004, Meinshausen 2007, Bunea
et al 2011). Therefore, the LASSO coefﬁcients of the
selected channel subsets were optimized using the ridge
regression method before estimating wrist angles, as described
in section 2.2.4. This bias-correction procedure is based on the
approach, called ‘LARS-OLS hybrid’ (Efron et al 2004). In
this study, an optimization Matlab toolbox, SPAM, was used
for solving sparse estimation problems (http://spams-devel.
gforge.inria.fr/index.html) (Mairal et al 2010).

2.3.1. UNI. UNI selects channels regularly spaced with no

speciﬁc criterion on selection of optimal channels (Muceli
and Farina 2012, Hahne et al 2014). To compare the
performance of the UNI method (UNI) with that of LASSO
and SFS, 13 channel conﬁgurations were uniformly selected
according to the number of channels, as shown in ﬁgure 2. If
a selected channel was not available (defect channel), it was
replaced with an adjacent one.

2.3.3. SFS. SFS is an iterative channel/feature selection

method that ﬁnds a sub-optimal channel/feature set. Some
previous EMG studies based on pattern recognition
approaches have already shown the feasibility of SFS on

2.3.2. LASSO. LASSO (Tibshirani 1996) is a shrinkage

method similar to ridge regression, but it provides a sparse
solution by using the L1 penalty, instead of the L2 ridge
5
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Figure 3. Performance of all subsets of channels selected by SFS,

LASSO, and UNI. An asterisk represents that there is signiﬁcant
difference of the performance between the full electrode set (‘All’)
and each channel subset of the three channel selection methods (two
tailed t-test, p < 0.05). Note that the performance obtained using less
than 12, 6, 5 channels for UNI, LASSO, and SFS, respectively, is
also statistically lower than that obtained using the full channel set.
The vertical bars represent the standard deviations of the estimated r2
values for each channel subset.

feature/channel selection (Nazarpour et al 2005, He
et al 2008, Sahin and Sahin 2012). In this study, the sum
of squared errors was used as the loss function for SFS, which
is closely related to the r2 value and suitable for regression
models. In the ﬁrst iteration step of SFS, the loss function of
each bipolar channel was calculated with training data, and
the channel showing the minimum loss was selected as the
most informative channel. After determining the ﬁrst optimal
channel, each of the remaining channels was combined with
the ﬁrst channel, and the loss function values were calculated
for each combination. The second channel was then
determined by the pair showing the minimal loss. This
procedure was repeated until the desired number of channels
was obtained. Note that a four-fold inner cross-validation
used for ﬁnding an optimal ridge regression parameter was
also performed for SFS to obtain unbiased results. As
mentioned above, the regression models of channel subsets
selected by SFS were obtained using the ridge regression
method.

Figure 4. An example of true (blue line) and estimated (red line)

wrist angles of y1 axis with respect to the number of selected
channels. The example was obtained from the second crossvalidation results of the subject S1 when using SFS.
2.4.1. Noise addition. The characteristics of EMG signals

measured in training sessions can change due to various
environmental factors during use, thereby degrading the
performance of prosthesis control. One of the main reasons
for this problem is electrode impedance changes caused by
skin humidity and dryness, which results in varying noise
levels in the EMG signals. This common effect was modeled
by adding different levels of white Gaussian noise to the test
data sets (SNR = 0 dB–16 dB with a span of 2 dB). The
performance of SFS and LASSO was compared for each
channel subset and noise level.

2.4. Robustness test

To investigate the robustness of the channel subsets selected
by LASSO and SFS, three practical conditions were considered: (1) noise addition, (2) channel shift, and (3) training
data reduction. Because the performance of UNI was signiﬁcantly lower than the other two methods (see ﬁgure 3 in
advance), the robustness test was only performed with
LASSO and SFS.

2.4.2. Channel shift. Another practical issue in myoelectric

prosthesis control is that electrode locations are shifted during
donning/dofﬁng or use of a prosthesis, and thus the
robustness of the two channel selection methods were tested
in terms of channel shift. For each channel subset selected by
LASSO and SFS, a regression model was trained with
6
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Figure 5. Effect of noise addition on the performance. The performance changes of (a) LASSO and (b) SFS, and (c) performance differences
between LASSO and SFS for each channel subset with respect to noise level (0 dB–16 dB).

Figure 6. Effect of channel shift on the performance. The performance changes of (a) LASSO and (b) SFS, and (c) performance differences
between LASSO and SFS for each channel subset with respect to shift direction (left and right).

Figure 7. Effect of reduced training data on the performance. Performance estimated using all (‘all runs’) and reduced (‘1 run’) training data

for (a) LASSO and (b) SFS, and (c) comparison of the performance estimated using the reduced training data.

original channel locations of the selected subsets were shifted
to the left or right direction with a distance of 1 cm (interelectrode distance). If a channel located on a shifted position
was not available (defect channel), the next channel in the
same direction was used. If the same problem accrued due to
consecutive defect channels, one of the adjacent channel
locations (diagonal, up, or down direction) was used
according to the given condition. In the case of the
congenital subject, there were no solutions for 64 and 48

features extracted from original channel positions, and tested
with those extracted from shifted channel positions. Since the
HD electrode array was placed circumferentially around the
forearm, the simulation test was only available for the
transverse direction. As conﬁrmed by previous studies
(Hargrove et al 2006, Young et al 2011), this case is more
severe than electrode shifts parallel to the muscle ﬁbers,
because shifts in a direction perpendicular to the muscle ﬁbers
have a signiﬁcantly higher impact on the performance. The
7
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channel conﬁgurations due to the elimination of the edge part
of the electrode array, and thereby the subsets of less than 32
channels were only tested.
2.4.3. Training data reduction. For a clinical application,

training time should be as short as possible to reduce the time
to ﬁt the prosthesis, and thus the impact on the performance
was examined with reduced amounts of training data. As
mentioned in the section 2.2.4, a ﬁve fold cross-validation
was used to evaluate the performance of the selected channel
subsets, and each fold contained a data set of two or three
experimental runs. To test the robustness with respect to
reduction of training data, only one run data of each fold was
used as training data, which reduced the training data used to
ﬁnd channel subsets by half or one third, respectively.
Figure 8. Overlap ratios (within each method) between channels

selected using all and reduced training data sets for LASSO and SFS
with respect to the number of selected channels.

3. Results
3.1. Performance comparison

Figure 3 shows the mean r2 values of all channel conﬁgurations for each channel selection method. As the number of
selected channels is reduced, the performance is almost
monotonically decreasing regardless of the used channel
selection method. SFS generally shows better performance
than the other two methods, but the performance difference to
LASSO is less than to UNI. Statistical testing results obtained
after proving the normal distributions of the estimated r2
values also conﬁrm this trend, showing signiﬁcant differences
between the three channel selection methods in terms of the
performance (two-way RM-ANOVA: F(2, 20) = 49.576,
p < 0.01; the Bonferroni post hoc analysis: SFS > LASSO >
UNI, corrected p < 0.05). When comparing the r2 value for the
full channel set with those for each channel subset of the three
channel selection methods, statistically signiﬁcant differences
are shown from the subsets of 12, 6, 5 channels for UNI,
LASSO, and SFS, respectively (two tailed paired t-test,
p < 0.05). In order to intuitively show the estimated performance, an example of true motion labels (blue line) and
estimated wrist angles (red line) of y1 axis are shown in
ﬁgure 4 as a function of the number of selected channels.

Figure 9. Overlap ratios (across methods) between channels selected
by LASSO and SFS with respect to the number of selected channels.

selection methods (two-way RM-ANOVA: F(1, 20) = 49.576,
p = 0.039).
3.2.2. Channel shift. The effect of channel shift on the

performance is presented in ﬁgures 6(a) and (b). The
estimation accuracy signiﬁcantly drops regardless of the
shift direction (left or right) for LASSO and SFS, and the
performance is more affected by the right shift of the channel
subsets. Similar to the results of noise addition, LASSO
statistically outperforms SFS on both shift directions, as
shown in ﬁgure 6(c) (two-way RM-ANOVA: F(1,
10) = 6.625, p = 0.028 for the right shift; two-way RMANOVA: F(1, 10) = 8.977, p = 0.013 for the left shift).

3.2. Robustness test
3.2.1. Noise addition. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the

performance changes of LASSO and SFS according to the
noise level. The performance is gradually deteriorated by
increasing the noise level (from 16 dB to 0 dB). Note that a
lower ‘dB’ (SNR) means that more noise is added to the test
data sets. Figure 5(c) presents the performance differences
between LASSO and SFS for each noise level. The
performance of LASSO is generally better than that of SFS
when the noise is added, and the performance difference is
steadily increased as more noise is added (from 16 dB to
0 dB). From the SNR level of less than 10 dB, the
performance differs signiﬁcantly between the two channel

3.2.3. Training data reduction.

Figures 7(a) and (b) show the
performance estimated using all training data (‘all runs’) and
reduced training data (‘1 run’) for LASSO and SFS,
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Figure 10. Distributions of channels selected by LASSO and SFS, and their coefﬁcient strengths with respect to the number of selected
channels for (a) y1 axis and (b) y2 axis. The coefﬁcient strengths are illustrated by using an estimated matrix of regression coefﬁcients (W),
which are derived from subject S6.

training data (RM-ANOVA: F(1, 10) = 0.10, p = 0.921, see
ﬁgure 7(c)). Figure 8 shows the overlap ratios between
channels selected using all training data and reduced training
data for LASSO and SFS, respectively. The channels chosen
by LASSO are more consistent than SFS, which might be the
reason for the lower change in the performance of LASSO
despite of training data decrease, as depicted in ﬁgure 7(a).

respectively. Although the training data were reduced by half
or one third, the performance is not largely decreased for both
channel selection methods. SFS shows a larger decrease in
estimation accuracy than LASSO (RM-ANOVA: F(1,
10) = 1.067, p = 0.326 for LASSO; F(1, 10) = 1.2015,
p = 0.186 for SFS), but there is no statistically signiﬁcant
difference between the accuracies obtained using reduced
9
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Figure 11. Analysis results of the subject with congenital upper-limb deﬁciency. (a) Performance differences between LASSO and SFS for
each channel subset in terms of noise addition (‘10 dB’), channel shift (‘shift’), and reduction of training data (‘1 run’). ‘no’ means
performance difference estimated using the original EMG data without any restriction. (b) Overlap ratios between channels selected using full
and reduced training data for LASSO (‘LASSO: all versus 1 run’) and SFS (‘SFS: all versus 1 run’), respectively, and overlap ratios between
channels selected by LASSO and SFS (‘LASSO versus SFS’) when using the full training data.

LASSO and SFS for the congenital subject with respect to
noise addition, channel shift, and training data reduction.
When using the full (‘no’) and reduced training data (‘1 run’),
the performance of SFS is better than that of LASSO, but the
performance differences between the two channel selection
methods are not statistically signiﬁcant (two-tailed paired ttest, p = 0.31 for the full training data, p = 0.22 for the reduced
training data). LASSO slightly outperforms SFS (two-tailed
paired t-test, p = 0.30), when noise is added to the EMG data
(’10 dB’). The performance difference is only presented for an
SNR level of 10 dB, but the performance of LASSO is always
better than that of SFS, regardless of the SNR level. In terms
of channel shift, LASSO signiﬁcantly outperforms SFS (twotailed paired t-test, p = 0.02) as shown in ﬁgure 11(a) (‘shift’).
The performance difference for channel shift was obtained by
using the mean r2 value of the left and right shifts.
Figure 11(b) shows the inter- and intra-overlap ratios of
channels selected by LASSO and SFS, respectively. The
channels selected by both selection methods are fairly different (‘LASSO versus SFS’), and LASSO (‘LASSO: all
versus 1 run’) generally shows more consistent channel
selection than SFS (‘SFS: all versus 1 run’) with respect to
training data decrease. Figure 12 shows channel conﬁgurations and their coefﬁcient distributions with respect to the
number of selected channels for the subject with congenital
limb deﬁciency. As presented through ﬁgures 5–12, all the
results of the congenital subject show similar tendencies with
those of the able-bodied subjects.

3.3. Channel configurations obtained by LASSO and SFS

To compare the conﬁgurations of channels selected by
LASSO and SFS, the distributions of the selected channels
were compared and their overlap ratios were calculated for
each channel subset. Figure 9 shows the estimated overlap
ratios in which it is observed that about 50% of the channels
selected by LASSO and SFS are coinciding on average. It
means that LASSO and SFS ﬁnd different channel subsets
while sharing about half of channels.
Figure 10 shows an example of channel conﬁgurations of
each DoF (y1 and y2) for LASSO and SFS, and their coefﬁcient weights with respect to the number of selected channels.
A ‘+’ and ‘x’ represent the selected channel and a defect
channel, respectively. As the results presented in ﬁgure 9,
LASSO and SFS choose some common channels, thereby
showing similar but different distributions of coefﬁcient
intensities. It is also observed in ﬁgure 10 that some important
channels showing strong coefﬁcient weights are kept with
similar coefﬁcient values even though the number of selected
channels is signiﬁcantly reduced. In general, SFS steadily
selects the important channels and retained their coefﬁcient
intensities more than LASSO, which is caused by the channel
selection strategy of SFS that channels are continuously
added by keeping previously selected channels. Channel
conﬁgurations and their coefﬁcient intensities varied from one
subject to another, but the trends were similar for the other
subjects.
3.4. Results for the subject with congenital upper-Limb
deficiency

4. Discussion

The estimated performance of the subject with congenital
upper-limb deﬁciency is about 5–10% lower than that averaged over the able-bodied subjects for LASSO and SFS.
Figure 11(a) shows the performance differences between

It has been shown in previous studies focusing on classiﬁcation-based myoelectric prosthesis control that it is possible
to achieve high classiﬁcation accuracy with uniform channel
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Figure 12. Distributions of channels selected by LASSO and SFS and their coefﬁcient strengths with respect to the number of selected
channels for (a) y1 axis and (b) y2 axis. The coefﬁcient strengths are illustrated by using an estimated matrix of regression coefﬁcients (W),
which are derived from the subject with congenital upper-limb deﬁciency.

DoFs. In the present study, three different channel selection
methods were systematically examined with clinical robustness issues for development of a practical prosthesis control
system based on regression techniques.
The performance of UNI was signiﬁcantly lower than
that of LASSO and SFS for all channel subsets (see ﬁgure 3).
The result can be explained by the fact that important channels showing relatively strong coefﬁcient strengths were not

conﬁgurations consisting of relatively small numbers of
channels (<8) (Scheme and Englehart 2011). Therefore,
optimal channel selection may be of lesser practical concern
for myoelectric prosthesis control based on pattern recognition algorithms. However, little investigations on the impact
of channel selection have been conducted for regressionbased myoelectric control capable of simultaneous and proportional movements of upper limb prostheses with multiple
11
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Acknowledgement

equally distributed over the HD electrode array, as shown in
ﬁgures 10 and 12. For example, it was evidently observed
from the visual inspection of ﬁgure 10 that signiﬁcant channels are focused on the center and right side of the HD
electrode array more than on the left side. This means that
complex forearm muscle synergies involved in continuous
hand movements with multiple DoFs cannot be sufﬁciently
captured by electrodes uniformly placed around the circumference of the forearm, indicating that more reﬁned
channel selection methods are necessary for accurate
simultaneous and proportional prosthesis control of multiple DoFs.
LASSO and SFS introduced in this study always
showed higher estimation accuracy of dynamic wrist contractions than UNI, and SFS generally outperformed LASSO
for most channel subsets when no clinical issues were
considered (see ﬁgure 3). However, LASSO was more
robust than SFS under the practical conditions, i.e., changes
in EMG signals (noise addition), channel shift, training data
reduction. Similar results were also found in one subject
with congenital malformation of the right hand even though
the estimation performance was lower than that of the ablebodied subjects. The reduced performance may be partly
caused by the fact that the motion labels were recorded from
the other side, and thereby the movements could not be
perfectly mirrored. Considering all results, LASSO is a more
practical channel selection method than SFS in terms of
clinical use. However, further studies for subjects with limb
deﬁciencies should follow to carefully address its clinical
feasibility.
A HD electrode array of 192 monopolar electrodes was
used in this study to investigate proper electrode positions,
but some practical problems will be caused when mounting
such a large number of electrodes inside a prosthetic socket,
e.g., weight, cost, power consumption and computational
time. However, as shown in this study, it is beneﬁcial to
automatically determine the appropriate number of channels
and their optimal positions with HD EMG recording for
implementing a prosthesis control system based on regression
algorithms. Therefore, the proposed channel selection strategy
using the HD electrodes could be practically used to select
suitable electrode locations with a limited number of electrodes when building a customized socket with integrated
electrodes for simultaneous and proportional prosthesis control. In the customized socket, only the selected channel
locations would be ﬁtted with electrodes and no HD-electrode
and channel selection are further needed in the usage phase.
On the other hand, the analysis results of this study
showed that about 95% of the performance estimated using
the full HD channels can be kept with only 12 bipolar
channels selected by both LASSO and SFS (see ﬁgure 3),
demonstrating that most of neuromuscular control information for decoding continuous hand movements can be picked
up with a clinically suitable number of electrodes (He
et al 2008).
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comments to the draft of this manuscript. This work was
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‘AMYO’, project number 251555, and the Brain Korea 21
Plus Program through the National Research Foundation of
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